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The Meaning of the
Sovereign Covenant of Yah of Hosts
We send greetings from the Kingdom of Yah of Hosts along with
Covenant House of Yehudah, the ministerial Branch of the Kingdom of
Yah of Hosts.
Many may ask what is the purpose of the Sovereign Covenant, and
what does it have to do with me? It is my desire to offer you nothing
more than truth and straight forward talk concerning the above.
In order for this to make some sense to the reader of this letter, I ask
that you allow me to give you some historical background that may
make it easier to conventionalize and digest this most historic
document.
From the beginning of time when the Creator first introduced man
upon the face of the earth, and man began to multiply, it was common
for the community in those days to be called tribes. These tribes had
unique characteristics that separated one tribe from the other.
Language, customs, and genetic makeup were but just a few
identifying markers. Theses tribes lived in a land that was also very
important in describing and maintaining their cultural existence.
Perhaps the most powerful bond was the bond that lives in our souls
that ties us to our power, a power that some call God or the Living
Creator.
Most of us are aware of a man in the history of the world named
Abraham and his wife Sarah. We are in knowledge of certain facts
about how he had a talk one day With the Living Creator.
Abraham was a special man according to historical documents kept in
the records of practically all civilizations including the Holy Bible.
If we take into account the Book of Genesis 17th chapter starting at
verse one (1) the Living Creator identifies himself and tells Abraham to
walk before me, and be you perfect. The understanding of the word
perfect means to worship only Him. Abraham was ninety-nine years
old.
The Living Creator goes on to tell Abraham that if he obeyed His voice
and remain faithful only to Him in worship, that the Creator would
make a special agreement or binding contract that has many promises
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and blessings; it also has a series of punitive measures for
disobedience (Deuteronomy 28). This binding contract now takes on
an identity of its own that would survive throughout all generations of
the existence of man on this earth.
We are aware of Abraham being the beginning of more than one tribe
or nation on the earth, but a profound astonishing fact will be revealed
to us in verse 18 and 19. The first son of Abraham did not come from
his wife Sarah because she was barren. Out of concern of his wife to
produce a surviving heir Sarah gave her permission to a woman
named Hagar to act as a surrogate mother, and she gave birth to a
son named Ishmael.
When the Living Creator was establishing the special agreement called
the Covenant, Abraham didn’t believe that his wife would give him a
son to carry on his legacy. So Abraham asked the Creator if Ishmael
(Hagar’s son) could be his heir, and the Creator answered by telling
Abraham that his wife Sarah would be providing an heir and the
Creator would carry the covenant establish with Abraham through this
miracle birth by the son who would come to be named Isaac. (Genesis
17 Verse 18 & 19).
This agreement was now set to follow a specific lineal bloodline for all
eternity. This covenant was passed through the blood from Abraham
to Isaac his son, and then to the son of Isaac whose name is Jacob
and then it was passed to all 12 sons he fathered who are now known
as the 12 Tribes or Children of Israel. These people have smooth skin
that is caramel brown or dark in color; (pigmentation).
The bloodline of the Children of Israel is called Hebrew, it is from a
genealogical base, and is not based upon membership or belief; in
other words; you are born a Hebrew.
This binding Covenant was to remain in effect from years to
generations and would be seen by the people touched by it as a
marriage contract. The Creator fashioned it in a way to make it easy to
understand; He fashioned it after the concept of marriage.
The Creator knew that their would be jealousy and hatred of this
special relationship by other people of the earth, for Yah Himself
placed (enmity) or hatred between a race of people called the seed of
the serpent, and the seed of the woman of whom He had married
called Israel. (Genesis 3:15)
This Covenant was so strong that it would even survive a temporary
national loss of memory by the people who had entered it centuries
ago. It had the backing of the power of Yah of Hosts who swears by
His own holiness that no other god is above Him and nobody is like or
capable to do things that he does.
When His people suffered from the loss of memory, this in and by itself
would never void or cancel this Covenant. Acts of willful disobedience
would only suspend certain conditions of blessings, and would turn on
the light switch (sort of speak) to the punishment side of the
Covenant.
This would last for as long as it took the children of Israel to return
back to her husband. The Holy Scriptures refer to the children of
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Israel as being married to the Creator. Israel has also left from her
husband Yah’s house to do evil.
1. Isaiah 54:5
For your Maker is your husband; Yah of hosts is his name; and
your Redeemer the Holy One of Israel; The God of the whole
earth shall he be called.
Isaiah 54:4-6 (in Context) Isaiah 54 (Whole Chapter)
2. Jeremiah 3:20
Surely as a wife treacherously departs from her husband, so
have you dealt treacherously with me, O house of Israel, says
Yah.
No sin ever goes unpunished, and when a contract is broken it can be
taken to court to be fixed or remedied in the form of damages. (Even
money sometimes) The Creator has called heaven and earth to witness
the children of Israel’s disobedience in His court of justice, and a verdict
of guilt was pronounced against His covenant people.
The result of the judgment was not just money but disease, famine,
slavery, oppression, and deformed children because Yah would cease to
provide the knowledge that was like a preventive medicine for these
conditions. The national effect was disastrous, but not permanent.
What seemed an eternity in time to us was but a little time to the Creator
because He marks or counts time differently from the way we do. None
the less, this national chastisement would be painful.
Logically one might think how do I set things right, how do I atone for my
sins, and where is the Creator now in this day and time?
Is there hope at all now that I am beginning to understand why this
terrible condition has befallen me and my people, what spiritual medicine
can I take and be healed?
The answer to these questions and many others is to first admit that the
Nation of Israel that came from Abraham the Hebrew is called the
Children of Israel. The 12 Tribes of Israel foolishly left her husband for the
worship of false ideas called gods who used rituals heavily laced in sexual
misconduct. The true Law for our people was given to Moses and is called
the Torah.
The Torah is very special and uniquely adapted to the Children of Israel.
Following it brought blessings and life, but if broken it brought curses and
death. Oh, by the way, theses curses didn’t carry with it something that
would turn your skin color black, but just the opposite would happen; it
would turn white or leprous. Look at the following scriptures;
Numbers 12
Miriam and Aaron Speak Against Moses
1 Miriam and Aaron began to say bad things about Moses. That's
because Moses had married a woman from Cush. 2 "Has Yah spoken only
through Moses?" they asked. "Hasn't he also spoken through us?" Yah
heard what they said.
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3 Moses wasn't very proud at all. In fact, he had less pride than anyone
else on the face of the earth.
4 Yah spoke to Moses, Aaron and Miriam. He said, "All three of you,
come out to the Tent of Meeting." So they did. 5 Then Yah came down in
a pillar of cloud. He stood at the entrance to the tent. And he told Aaron
and Miriam to come to him. Both of them stepped forward.
6 Then Yah said, "Listen to my words.
"Suppose one of my prophets is among you.
I make myself known to him in visions.
I speak to him in dreams.
7 But that is not true of my servant Moses.
He is faithful in everything he does in my house.
8 With Moses I speak face to face.
I speak with him clearly. I do not speak in riddles.
I let him see something of what I look like.
So why were you not afraid
to speak against my servant Moses?"
9 The anger of Yah burned against them. And he left them.
10 When the cloud went up from above the tent, there stood Miriam.
She had a disease that made her skin as white as snow.
Aaron turned toward her. He saw that she had a skin disease. 11 So he
said to Moses, "We have committed a very foolish sin. Please don't hold it
against us. 12 Don't let Miriam be like a baby that was born dead. Don't
let her look like a dead baby whose body is half eaten away."
The Covenant had to be refreshed into someone’s mind in our day
and time on behalf of every descendant of the original covenant, and
introduced on behalf of the Creator as terms of surrender because of evil
practices, and while admitting our guilt.
The covenant needed to
reenact this special husband wife relationship to mend and bring back the
wife to her husband and experience life once again like the good ole days,
and even possibly better than ever before.
How we live today was never intended; for we live according to false
security that is reminiscent of the volatile stock market. We were never
supposed to get comfortable living in a condition of slavery that changed
from one form of slavery to another when we were destined to be Kings
and Queens.
We must now overcome not just our complacency, but also the
willingness of the world community to keep everything just like it has
been the last few hundred years with them being on top and with we
being on the bottom. They have become used to being the head and we
the tail, but is this what our husband the Creator of heaven and earth
want for us,……………no it is not.
We must return to our former greatness by saying our wedding vows over
in the face of our illegitimate lovers thru the power of the Sovereign
Covenant. This will guarantee us true sovereignty and self rule in a
manner that reflects, binds, and delivers the chosen people of the Creator
Yah; we are again birthing the Sovereign Nation of Israel.
We offer to you the Sovereign Covenant of Yah of Hosts, because it
represents walking on a true path towards freedom from all of the evils
that our people have faced and committed. We have overcome laws or
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practices that stopped us from reading, writing, or even owning a Bible;
Laws that may have been designed to prevent us from reading the
Hebrew Scriptures to produce and reinitiate this sacred binding contract
in our day and time. Let us choose life this time, this day; for I am
tired of dying every year with out end. Let us truly live once again!
**** Please Note ****
It is your responsibility to understand the difference between
Sovereignty, and Diplomatic Immunity. The Sovereign Covenant of Yah
of Hosts is a private agreement/contract between the Almighty Creator
(YHWH) and you only. It is not between any places of worship anywhere;
you are not joining a club with membership. You are binding yourself
with the Eternal Creator, the author of life itself, and this covenant is
based upon the ancient covenant established with Abraham, Isaac, and
Jacob; who are Hebrew Israelites.
A Hebrew man or woman in another country is subject to that country’s
laws to the extent that their laws do not ask or cause you to violate the
highest order of law given from the creator. If you commit a crime you
would be punished and subject to deportation in accordance with that
nation’s law and international law.
Other words; this Covenant is not permission to act in an un-lawful
manner and expect to get off without penalty. This covenant does
however give you certain unalienable national rights conducive to your
ancestral heritage.
May the spirit of the Living Creator sound truth in your ears so profound
that it will make the valley of dry bones shake and rattle to life.
Do not be afraid to seek truth and knowledge of your origins as a people,
and be ready to assume your place in today’s world as righteous Kings
and Queens.
Shalom
Kingdom of Yah of Hosts

P.S. Please include a return address for each Covenant signer.
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